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Hollywood has talked a bit about the increasingly recent issue of diversity, cutting together every word spoken by a minority of major films, especially in a series of videos released on Tumblr, Every Word Spoken by a Person of Color. The results are pretty telling and repeating the question of diversity in
casting that has been brought up again and again, but doesn't always get as much attention as they deserve. So instead of revisiting the film, we're turning to television to suggest a show that has actually succeeded in casting a more diverse cast or created a more diverse character. Sure, both TV and
film play very different roles in Hollywood, so critique and credit have to be taken in a slightly different way of thinking, but it's great to see a show that features a diverse cast or works hard to include diversity in the writing. 1. Orange is the new Black OITNB has been falsely criticized for the female prison
population, and quite so. The characters on the show have a wide variety of backgrounds and commit an interesting combination of crimes that make good television, but do not accurately represent the 48.6% of inmates imprisoned for drug offenses. Still, the show does an impressive job of erring on
ignorance about sexuality and prisoner rights violations, and its cast is nothing if not diverse, both in real life and in the background and perspective of the characters. The show is one of a limited number that take on same-sex relationships and show how far the U.S. and Hollywood have come in the past
decade. 2. Parks and Recreation Not all parks and recreation actors are scripted with such major roles in the first place, but most of the actors who started with the show only increased in importance. Aziz Ansari, who played the role of Tom Haverford on the show and is a well-known stand-up comic,
addressed the issue of race growing up doing a James Franco roast in 2013. These stereotypes are so outdated, he said of his fellow comedian jokes. My God. More Indian guys are doing sitcoms than running 7/11. We are straight to take the role away from white actors. My last three roles were Randy,
Chet and Tom, ansari said. 3. Brooklyn Nine-Nine Brooklyn Nine is, in its own way, a very good Andy Samberg cop comedy about hiring a diverse set of actors. Perhaps more importantly, the show successfully creates a unique character that is not stereotypical but inclusive, a risk that the show's
creators are aware of and cautious about. One such character is Captain Ray Holt, the black head of the police department who is also gay.time in the power of the police over the years. Actor Andre Brauger, who plays the role, spoke of his initial feelings about playing the gay captain with the backlot and
his character. I had a long conversation with Dan [Gua, executive producer, co-creator of the show], he reassured me that this is not a character that annoys me or annoys people I love or people I know, so we're going to have something full and rich, Brauger said. According to the Huffington Post,
Brauger is not a gay police captain but about making a point of playing a gay police captain. 4. The Mindy Project is probably becoming an obvious trend here for sitcoms and workplace comedies but the office is introducing a number of minority stars to the comedy scene that are going to make huge dips
in the comedy and television world, Mindy Kaling, who went on to star in her own comedy at least, Mindy Shaw.Kaling actually talked about how frustrated she was with the role her race had taken in her career - she was largely pushed into a position where people felt she would represent Indian women,
which would put unfair pressure and scrutiny on her work and what it meant. I sometimes think I'm speaking for all Indian-American women, so I think you're like enough Indian-American women, why wasn't this 75 years in the future, we're sick of it, too much! she said. I explained Kaling in an interview at
paley media center. Likely to be mentioned specifically in a post about race, she becomes uncomfortable and this entry becomes pretty ironic. But she says something important here about the idea that race is being used as such a particular category for success, or force actors who are members of a
minority to be a spokesperson for their ethnicity or defined by it in some way. That's why this post needs the title 5 Great TV Shows, which is more comprehensive than other TV shows. 5. Blackish Blackish is described by NPR critic Eric DeGans as an extensive comedy that looks really smart at how
upper-class black families navigate race and culture in modern life. But the show has also received various other perspectives, some positive and highly critical, are depictions of the African-American experience. However, the fact of the matter is that it is one of several shows that address these topics
and create these conversations, even if the feedback is not always positive. Have I missed a show you feel should be included? tweet me your input! more from the entertainment cheat sheet: Follow Anthea Mitchell on Twitter@CSAntheaM We won't tell your significant other if you don't: you're
cuteRelationship with television. Sure, you might deny it, but the signs are all there. Do you think of on-demand TV and Netflix wonders of the eighth and ninth worlds, respectively? is there a pan of anger against him (or her) coming between you and the premiere of the fall season? Yes, you're deep. But
let's not forget that, saltorially speaking, your slew of must-see programs are very influential. After all, didn't you edit your wardrobe just a few years ago to reflect Don Draper's thread? Read on for the 10 most stylish people currently on TV. Please note, this article contains spoilers. 1. Sherlock Holmes
(Sherlock) Source: BBC As the cold moon approaches, everyone needs a great selection of outerwear. If you need inspiration for your coat or jacket, look no further than Sherlock Holmes. Sure, you probably admire the detective for his intelligence and witty (socially awkward) charm, but his apparent pen
chant for outerwear also becomes a secret-style star to him. His standard long tweed coat can be dressed up or down, and his wide collar always pops up subtly, meaning he has flares for style. In addition, his signature piece serves as a blank canvas in case you want to add a scarf or traditional
detective hat to the mix. 2. Lucas Lyon (Empire) Source: FOX Sounds Morally? But get one thing straight: the guy knows how to access. Unlike your standard music executive, who individualizes his looks with flashy watches and crocodile loafers, this twisted mogul upgrades the standard suit with loads of
printed neckwear. From silky printed ties to paisley ascots neatly glued to white button-downs to long scarves hanging in coolas along the lapels of jackets, his style is elegant and covetable. I don't know what his punchy work looks like in an orange jumpsuit, but Lucance (and his neck accessory) has the
feeling that he will be back in Season 2 with full revenge. 3. Robert Crowley (Downton Abbey) Source: Unless you're a one-hit wonder of the PBS 90s, you'd probably agree that the true secret to impeccable attire is well-fitted clothes. As the Earl of Grantham and the Duke of Downton, it is basically
Robert Crowley's royal duty to be an exemplary model to his inferior, cohort, addicted audience, right? If you want to set up channelsInside Robert Crowley with a fully tailored look, check out our easy and affordable tips for faking the perfect fit. 4. Cameron Tucker (Modern Family) Source: Strangers to
the ABC Spotlight, it's not surprising that characters in the larger lives of modern families are not fully dressed without high-octane shades or splashes of attention-seeking prints. Sure, he may get some flack on show for his big shirt, but we applaud his courage in sporting bright, striped, checked, and
almost every other print on the spectrum. His array of pigmented button-down accent prints along the cuff, not to mention breathing some life into everyday dress shirts. 5. Jon Snow (Game of Thrones) Source: HBO Listen, We Like You, Jon Snow's shocking death in the season finale may have been a
(cruel) red herring. But let's straighten one thing out: anyone who can try a number of clothing textures is our friend. The Stark family seems to be sporting all the fabrics available, including cool black and brown leather, a more modest canvas-like texture, and those insane furs. What's even better? maybe
dead heroes mix these textiles to create rugged chic outfits that can easily be found to stomp down the catwalk at avant-garde menswear shows. And with winter actually coming, his hair-haired products work as a practical source of inspiration. 6. Dr. Spencer Reed (Criminal Minds) Source: When it
comes to CBS layering, no one aces this sartorial trick like Dr. Spencer Reed. Wiz's child is known for being bau's socially imperfect, brainy. However, his clothes are troublesome and very un-looking even for geeks. Each week, Reed boasts a selection of sweater vests, printed button-downs and
Converse shorts. This look may sound more toward academia than fashion, but the FBI agent's scattered hair and sullen silhouette make his style the perfect blend between adult and hip. And at the end of the day, don't all people want to wear cool clothes without looking like teenagers?7. Dr William
Masters (Masters of Sex) Source: Showtime All the greats have them. Tony Manero has a St Christopher pendant and James Bond has his perfectly tailored tax. The famous gynecologist Dr. William Masters? Fortunately, the Showtime adaptation of the Masters sexual revolution did not rule out his
fashion calling card. Whether paired with his sterile doctor ensemble or light grey suit, masters signature pieces add a sophisticated twist to any ensemble. And like any signing, his bow tie will still look quirky cool today. 8. Marty Kahn (House of Lies) Source: Showtime admits it: One of the most boring
things a man can wear is a black suit. If you are not attending a funeral or formal event, there is something a littleAbout black jackets and suits. As a safe alternative, most people choose charcoal gray suits. But more and more people are breaking the color barrier by wearing unconventional shades
instead. Jared Leto was a vision of baby blue tax, while Duro Orrow made fashion history with a red iteration during last year's awards season. Less acknowledged, but equally fashion forward, is the desicsive Marty Khan. Dressed in a navy, light grey and tan suit, Khan strays away from the standard dark
grey suit. By choosing a suit in a less traditional tone, he stands out from others, but magically flies safely under the Sartorial radar. Style wall flowers, beware: try another neutral La Khan instead before you decided to try your luck in a planless green suit. 9. Schmidt (new girl) Source: FOX Behold: A man
who really dresses for the occasion. Sure, his driving moccasins, Sharkskin laptop sleeves and kimono robe leisure wear are all excessive, but men have a point. There is a time and place for each important piece in your closet. You may love a pair of brogues so much that you want to wear them all day,
but half the battle of being a stylish guy is styling yourself for the event. And whether he's dressed to Nine in a tie for a suit and business venture, or simply relaxing with his friends with a button-down and cardigan, his look is always sleek and contemporary. The exception is his choice of Halloween
costumes - but don't we all have our share of fashion blunders?10.Dre Johnson (Blacksh)Source: ABC Goes Ahead, call funny dads the underdogs on this list. But if you're as obsessed with this show as we are, you'll know that Dre Johnson will never walk away from a fashion challenge. Man wears
everything: bomber jacket, preppy quilt jacket, energized polka dot button-down in dreamy jewel tones, and a casual hoodie suitable for all. Need to say more? It's easy to admire a (fictional) guy who has a crisp suit and cool accessories, but it's also easy to aspire fearlessly with sartorial choices. Plus,
have you seen the size of his closet in the ABC hit comedy? Follow Kelsey on Twitter @KMulvs &amp; Style Cheat Sheets More: Sheets:
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